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"UNREASONABLE OR DISCRIMINATORY
MEASURES" AS A CAUSE OF ACTION
UNDER THE ENERGY CHARTER TREATY

VEIJO HEISKANEN*

l.~! Arbitral proceedings; Causes of action; Discrimination;

Energy; International investment disputes; Treaties;
Unreasonable conduct

Introduction

The dispute settlement provisions of Art.26 of the Energy
Charter Treaty (the ECT or the Treaty) cover disputes
relating to "an alleged breach of an obligation of (a
contracting party J under Part II (of the Treaty J." Thus,

an investor of a contracting party may bring a daim
against another contracting party based on a breach
of an obligation undertaken by that contracting party
under Pt II of the ECT. What are the "causes of action"

created for investors in Pt II that may be asserted against
a contracting party in arbitration proceedings brought

under Art. 26'!

The relevant provisions in Pt II of the Treaty are Art.13
and Art.0(1). i\rtide 13 prohibits, in classic international

law tenus, expropriation of foreign investments in breacli
of international law and without prompt, adequate and
effective compensation, whereas i\rt.l0(1) enumerates a
number of standards of treatment of foreign investors that
the contracting parties have agreed to uphold. Article
i(l(l) deserves 10 be quoted in full:

"Each Contracting Party shall, in accordance with
the provisions of ihis Treaty, encourage and
create stable, equitable, favorable and transparent
conditions for Inveslors of other Contracting Parties
to make Investments in its Area. Such conditions
shall include a conimilrnent to accord at all tirnes to
lnvestments of Investors of other Contracting Parties
a fair ond equitoble treotment. Such Investments

shall also enjoy the most constont protection ond
security and no Contracling Party shall in any way
impair byunreosonoble or discriniÍIwtoiy meosures
their managernent, maintenance, use, enjoymenl or
disposaI. ln no case shall such Investments be
accorded treotment less fovomble thon thot required
by internotionol low, induding treaty obligations.
Each Coritracling Party shall observe any obligations
it hos entered into with oI! ¡nvestor or an Investment
of ariy oiher Contracting Party." (em phasis added.)

Thus, ihe EC'T' establishes al Ieasl the folIowirig causes of
aclion which may be asserted as a legal basis for a daim 1:

*LALIVE, G"iwva.
1. "At least" since, given the complexity of the provisions
of the ECT, it is arguable that breaches of other provisions
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(1) expropriation;

(2) failure to accord fair and equitable treatment;

(3) failure to provide full protection and security:

(4) impairment of investment by unreasonable and
discriminatory measures;

(5) failure to ensure minimum standard of treat-
ment und el' internationallaw, and;

(6) breacli of "observance of obligations" (or
"iimbrella") clause,2

Il is an open issue to what extent the above causes of action
overlap in the sense that a breach of one of the standards
will ipso jure amount to a breach of another, related
standard, or to what extent they are stand-alone and have
an independenl scope of application. Indeecl, it is arguable
that, of the causes of action enumeratecl in Pt II of the
ECT, expropriation is the principal cause of action in the
sense ihat, if established, compensation for expropriation
will in eHect subsume anv remedies that may be available
as a result of a breacli cì~f ail the other sta¡1dards.:i This

of the ECT may also serve as an indepcmdent cause
of action. lndeed, in practice not only the general
introductorv clause of Arl.1O(1):

"Each Contracting Party shall, in accordance with
the provisions of this Treaty, encourage and crea te
stable, equitable, favorable and transparent conditions
for ln vestors of other Contracting Parties to inake
ln vestments in its Area."

but also 1\1'1.10(12) of the ECT:
"Each Contracting Party shall ensure that its domestic
law provides effective means for the assertion of
daims and the enforcement of rights with respect to
InvestnHnits, investinent agreenicnts, and investI11ent

authorizations. "
have been relied upon as a Iegal basis for a clain!
in EC'T' arbitration. See Pelrobart Lil1iled v Kvr-
gyz Republic, Award, Mardi 29, 2005, available' at
WWIV. i nvesll1enlcia ims.com,

2. This obligation, the substance of which is dependent
on the contractual obligations actually undertaken by a
contracting party, is based on Art.0(l) iii fine. The
observance of obligations clause do es not bind those
contractìng parties that have macle a reservation with
respect to this particular provision. Sel' ArI.26(3)(c) of
the ECT 1"1\ Contracting Party listed in Aniwxe lA does
not give such unconditional consent with respect to a
dispute arising under the last sentence of Article 10(1).").
3. i\ssuriing ofcourse that the va rio us causes of action are
asserted on the basis of the same set of facts. For case law
see, e.g.C'vfE F Czech liepublic, Partial i\ward, Septem.
ber 13, 2001, available at www.inveslmenlclaIl1s.colJ,
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is because compensation for expropriation by definition
covers a total Joss of an investment and accordingly
compensates the claimant for any losses sustained as
a result of a breach of the other, "Iesser" standards,4

Converselv, a claim for breach of these other standards
may be compensated only if the governmental measure
in question falls short of a full-blown expropriation.

On the other hancl, it is also possible to argue that in
particular standards (2) to (5) above are interrelated and
may be considered emanations of the minimum treatment
standard (item 5), which is a classic international law
standard and is traditionally considered to embody, inter
alia, protection against denial of justice, 5 ln oiher words,

at !6uH6141 (finding that the facts that constituted an
unlawful expropriation also breached fair and equitable
treatment, the prohibition of unreasonable or discrimina.
tory measures, the obligation of full security and protec-
tion and tbe minimum standard of treatment under the
Dutch--zech BIT).
4. This is not to say that claims for breaches of the other,

lesser standards cannot be granteel, as a matter of law,
although this may be considered unnecessary as a matter
of judicial economy, However, if granteel, such other
claims cannot be compensated since compensation for
expropriation will subsume and coyer any loss sustained
by the claimant as a result of a breach of the other
standards. This is effectively what the tribunal did in
CME. See CME, above fn.3 (finding a series of breaches
of the various treatment standards) and CME v Czech
Hepublic, Final Award, March 14, 2003, available at
www.inveslmentclaims.com (compensating the claimant
for the fair market value of the investment as a whole),
5. cf Ni\FTi\ ArI.105(1), which provides that:

"Ielach party shall accord to investments of investors
of another party treatment in accordance with interna-
tional law, including fair and equitable treatment and
full protection and security",

and the interpretation of this provision adopted by the Free
Trade Commission on July 31,2001. The Commission took
the view that: .

"Article 1105(1) prescribes the customary international
law minimum standard of treatment of aliens as the
minimum standard of treatment to be afforded to
investments of another Party",

and that:

"¡tlhe concepts of 'fair and equitable treatment and
'full protection and security' do not require treatment
in addition to or beyond that which is required by

the customarv intm'nationallaw minimum standard of
treatment of aliens".

For discussion see The Loewen Group, Inc and Haymond
L Loewen v Uniled Siales, i\warel, June 26, 2003,
available at www.inveslmenlclaims.com.at 35-39, See
also Jan Paulsson, DeniaI of Justice in International Law
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2(05), p.6

"Although the expression ldenial of justice) does not
appear in Ihuman rights conventionsl and similar
texts, it will continue to influence the \Vay in

which international treaties are applied, ln turn, the
application of treaty provisions will con tribu te to a

modern understanding of the olel doctrine. The reason
for this inevitable cross-pollination is that the elements
of the delict of denial of justice tend to reappear as
treatv provisions, for exainple, when they proscribe
'disc'rimination' or when they require 'fair and equitable
treatmen t."

the miiimum treatment slandard may be considered as
providing, in itself, protection against failure 10 provide
fair and equitable treatment and full protection and

security, as weil as against unreasonable or discriminalory
measures, at least to the extent that the alleged breaches
relate to the function of administration of justice,6 Thus,
the sole effect of specifically enumerating standards (2) to
(4) in the ECT is, arguably, that these provisions extend
the applicability of the standards contained therein to
governmental functions other ihan administration of
justice (Le, the exercise of legislative and executive

powers).

The relationship between ihe remaining standards, Le,
fair and equitable treatment (item 2), full protection and
security (item 3) and the prohibition of unreasonable or
discriminalory measures (item 4), is less clear. However,
the argument can be made-and has been made and
indeed accepted-that the fair and equitable treatment
standard is more general than the two other standards and
that, accordingly, its breach in itself amounts to a breach
of the other two standards,? At the same time, precisely
because ihe full protection and security standard
and the prohibition of unreasonable or discriminatory

measures are more specific or concrete than the fair and
equitable treatment standard, it is conceivable that in
certain circumstances arbitral tribunals will find it more
appropriate to base their decision on a breach of these
more concrete slandards, withoul making any findings
on possible breaches of the fair and equitable treatment
standard or indeed the minimum treatment standard,8

6. At least one arbitral tribunal bas also drawn the
reverse conclusion, i.e. that the fair and equitable
treatinent standard in the relevant BIT incorporated the
international minimum standard.Alex Genin v Eslonia,
Case No.ARB/~19/2, i\ward, June 25, 2001, available at

inveslmentc/aims.com, at 13Cì71:

"WIrile the exact content of thlej ffair and equitable
treatmentl standard is not clear, the Tribunal under-
stauds it to requin; an 'international minimum stan-
dard' tIrat is separate from domestic law, but that is,
indeed, a minimum standard.") (emphasis in original:
footnote omitted.)

7. See, e,g. CMS Gas Tronsmission Co v A rgen lirw , Case
No.i\RB/01/0B, Award, May 12,2005, at 12901:

"The standard of protection against arbitrariness and
discrimination is related to that of fair and equitable
treatment. Any in¡,asure that might involve arbitrariness
or discrimination is in itsølf contrary to fair and
equitable treatment.": .

Saluka Investmenls B. V. v Czec/i I1epubIic, UNCllRi\L
arbitration, Partial Award, March 17, 2006, available
at wivw,inveslmenlcfaIms.com, at 14651 (linding that the
Iireach of the fair and equitable treatment standard of tire
Dutch-Czech BIT at the same time violated the prohibition
of imreasonable or discriminatory measures).
B. Thus, one methodological consequence could be that
an arbitral tribunal might tìnd it appropriate to consider
first whether there has been a breach of the two more
specific standards before proceeding to the examination
of whether the fair and equitable treatment standard has
been breached. See, e.g. Noble Ventures ¡r Honwnio, Case
No.ARI3/0i/11, i\ward, October 12, 2005, available at
i\ww.inveslmentc/aims.com, at 11751-11B31 (dealing with

an all',ged breach of the prohibition of arbitrary and

discriminatory measures before addwssing the fair and
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The purpose of this article is to fOClrs on one particular
cause of action in ArL10(1) of the ECT-the obligation
of a contracting party to refrain from unreasonable or
discriminatory measures. This standard is of particular
interest in the context of the ECT since the very first ECT
case, Nykomb v Lotvio,9 involved a breach of this standard
and it was also raised in another ECT arbitration, Petrobort
v Kyrgyz Republic, lO This standard is also of a more

general interest given that it can be found in a number of
bilateral inveslment treaties (BITs), often in combination
with at least some if not ail of the standards listed in
Art.0(1) of the ECT,ll Thus, it is practically certain that
the jurisprudence of ICSlD and ad hoc arbitral tribunals
dealing with this standard as incorporated in the relevant
BITs wil inform its interpretation and application in the
ECT context.

ln analysing the case law dealing with the particular
standard of unreasonable or discriminatory measures, it
wil be seen that one is constantly confronted with the

interrelation between this and the other causes of action
listed in Art.0(1) of the ECT. While this article is limited
to pointing out these issues as they arise, the pro pel'
scope of application of each of the different standards,
or the methodology ihat arbitral tribunals employ in
determining the sequence in which the various causes
of action should be considered, clearly deserves further
discussion among investment arbitration practitioners,

The prohibition of unreasonable or
discriminatory measures in the practice
of ECT tribunals

Nykomb v Latvia

Nykomb arose out of a con tract entered into between
Windau, a company controlled by Nykomb (a Swedish
company), and Latvenergo, the Latvian electricity utility,
which obligated Latvenergo to pay Windau a prefnrential
double tariff for the first eight years of production al the
Sauska co-generation plant built by Windau pursuant to
the con tract. As Latvenergo failed to pay ihe agreed tariff,
Nykomb brought a claim before the Arbitration Institute
of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce under Art.26
of the ECT, arguing that Latvenergo's failure constituted
a breach of Art.l0(1) of the ECT and was attributable
to the state, Nykomb asserted a number of alternative
causes of action, including breach of fair and equitable
treatment, breach of the minimum standard of trealmenl
under inlernalionallaw, impairment by unreasonable or

discriminatory measures, and expropriation,12

equitable treatnient standard). For further discussion see
below
9. Nykomb SynergeUcs Technology HoldIng AB v LatvIa,
i\rbitral Award, December lß, 2003, availablø at
www.InvestmentclaIms.com (hereinafter "Nykom/i").
10, i\bove fn.1.
11. Often formulated in teriis of "arbitrary or discrimi-
natory measures." For discussion of whether there is a
substantive difference between the two formulations of
the standard see below.
12. ¡\bove fn,9 at 151. Nykomb did not assert a breach of
contract claim under tlní ul1brella clause since it was not
party to the contract out of which the dispute arose.

The Iribunal dismissecl Nykomb's expropriation claini on
the basis that, in the circumslances:

"there (vvasl no possession taking of Windau or its
assets, no interference with the shareholders' rights
or with the managements control over and running
of the enterprise,''1:i

As to the other causes of action, the tribunal noted that
the state's failure to ensure that Latvenergo pay Windau
the contractually agreed double tariff was capable of
constituting a breach of "various Treaty provisions",
However, since ihe damage or loss caused by the non-
paymenl to the claimanl was in ail instances the same,
the tribunal concluded that:

"in order to establish liability for the Republic it is
strictly speaking suffcient to find that one of the
relevanl provisions has been violated,"14

The Iribunal ihen proceeded to consider Nykomb's
claim that the Republic had failed to comply with its
obligation to ensure ihat Nykomb's investment was not
impaired by unreasonable or discriminatory measures.

The tribunal concluded that the Republic had indeed
acted in a discriminatory manner since it was established,
and ihe Republic did not deny, that Latvenergo was
paying double lariff for electricity produced by two
other companies which the tribunal considered were
comparable to Windau and operated under the same laws
and regulations, The Republic failed to prove that the
different treatment was justified, This was the crux of the
tribunal's reasoning:

"The Arbitral Tribunal accepts that in evaluating
whether there is discriniination in the sense of the
Treaty one should only 'compare like with like,'
I-owever, little if anything has been documented by
the Respondent 10 show ihe criteria or methodology
used in flxing ihe multiplier, or to what extent

Latvenergo is authorized 10 apply multipliers other
them those documenled in ihis arbilration. On the
oiher hand, ail of the informalion available to the

Tribunal suggests thal the tluee companies are
comparable, and subject to the sarne laws and
regulations, ln particular, this appears to be the
situation with respecl to Lalelektro-Gulbene and

\,yindau. ln such a situation, and in accordance

wiih established international law, ihe burclen of

proof lies with the Respondent 10 prove ihal no
discrimination has taken or is laking place. The

Arbitral Tribunal finds ihat such burden of proof
has nol been satisfled, and therefore concludes that
Windau has been subject to a discriminalory measure
in violation of Article 10(1)."15 (ernphasis omitted)

Having found a breach of the prohibition of unreasonable
and discriminatory rneasures, and keeping in mind ihal
a fìnding of any additional breaches would not have
affected the quanliflcation of ihe claim, the tribunal
concludecl thaiihere iNas no need to proceed any further

13. Above fn.9 al 1331.
14. Above l'n,!) at 1341.
15. i\bove fn.9.
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in order to examine whether such additional breaches of
the ECT had in fact occurred,

The tribunal did not explain why it chose to examine

the alleged breach of one parlicular Ireaty standard--
failure to refrain from unreasonable or discriminatory
measures-rather than the other breaches alleged by ihe
claimant. The methodology adopted by the tribunal can-
not be explained by reference to the manner in which the
claimant pleaded its case since il appears that the order
in which the tribunal chose to examine the claimants
causes of action was not the one in which the claimant
asserted them, The most likely explanation for the chosen
order appears to be that, based on the evidence, a finding
of breach of the reasonable and non-discriminatory me a-
sures standard was relalively easy to establish and thus
was the obvious standard to be considered first. ln any
event, as a result of the chosen approach, the award sheds
little light on the relationship between the various stan-
dards enumerated in Art.0(i) or, more generally, in Pt II
of the Treaty-apart t'om the position, in effect endorsed
by the tribunaL, that expropriation is the principal cause of
action in terms of judicial economy in thal compensation
for expropriation subsumes remedies available under ail
of the other causes of action listed in Art.l0(1), Indeed, the
tribunals finding was limited to only one of the two legs of
the standard il chose to apply-it found the respondents
action "discriminatory" but did not say anything about its
"reasonableness", This suggests-as is indeed indicated
bv the very formulation of the standard ("unreasonable

o~ discriminatory measures")-that the two components
of ihe standard are independent of each other and Ihat,
accordingly, it is suffcient, for the purposes of establish-
ing a breach of the standard, ihat one of ihe Iwo elements
of the standard has been breached.JG

Petrobart V Kyrgyz Republic

A claim relaling to the breach of the reasonable and

non-discriminatory measures standard was also raised,
aUlOng a number of oiher causes of action, in PetlOb(Jrt
v Kyrgyz Republic, another ECT arbitration,lï This case
involved a conlract between Petrobart, a company based
in Gibraltar, and Kyrgyzgazmunaizat (KGM), a state-
owned petroleum supply and distribution company, for
the sale of gas condensate. Since KGM failed to comply
with its payment obligations, Petrobart brought court
proceedings against KGM, Petrobarl alleged that the state
interfered in these proceedings and stripped KGM of

16. 1\ similar approach was adopted by an ICSID
Tribunal operating under the US-Romanian BIT. Noble
Ventures, ab ove fn.S at 11751-IHl31 (examining separately
a possible breach of the two elements of the arbitrary and
discriminatory meaSl1res standard). See also Azurix Corp
v Argentina, Case Ncu\RB/Ol/12, i\wani, ¡uly 14, 2006,
available at littp:!linvestmentclaims.com. at 1391 1 (fìnding

that a measure needs "only to be arbitrary to constitule
a breach" of the standard), cf. llonald S. Luuder v Czecb
Hepublic, Final i\ward, September 3, 2001, available at
littp:llinvestmentcluims.com, al f2191 (concluding that the

wording of i\rt.I(2)(b) of the US-Czech BIT-"arbitrary
(1Id discriminatorv measures"-implied that a breach
of the standard . required boih an arbitrary and a
discrimina tory measure by the State).
17. Petroburt, above fn,l.

its assets by transferring them to two newly eslablished
companies, th us preventing Petrobart From satisfying its
legal claims and causing damage, The tribunal held ihat
the respondenl had failed to respect Petrobarts rights
under the investment agreement, in breach of Art.l0(1) of
the ECT, However, the tribunal declined to enter into a
detailed analysis of ail of the claimants causes of action
and instead opted for a more comprehensive approach:

"The Arbitral Tribunal does not find il necessary to
analyze the Kyrgyz Republic's action in relation to
the various specific elements in Article 10(1) of the
Treaty but notes that this paragraph in its entirety
is intended to ensure a fair and equitable treatrnent
of investments, ln the Arbitral Tribunals opinion,
it is sufficient to conclude that the measures for
which the Kyrgyz Republic is responsible failed to
accord Petrobart a fair and equitable treatment of its
investments to which it was entitled under Article
10(1) of the Treaty,"lll

Like the Nykomb tribunaL, the PetlObaIt tribunal seemed
to take the view that it was not required to follow
the order in which the claimant asserted ils causes of
action, or indeed even to examine them one by one,
but instead was entiled to freely select the legal basis
of its decision, Moreover, like the Nykomb tribunal,
the Petrobart tribunal did not provide any explanations
or reasons as to why il chose to base its decision on
one particular standard-in this case breach of the fair
and equilable treatment standard-rather than any of the
various other standards asserted by the claimant.

The prohibition of unreasonable (or
arbitrary) or discriminatory measures in
the practice of BIT tribunals

The reasonable or non-discririiinatory meaSLlres standard

has also been raised in a number of BIT arbitrations,
although in none of them bas it been asserted by the
claimant as its principal or exclusive cause of action,

Perhaps ihe most elaborate analysis of the standard has
been conducted in SoJukii,19Noble Fentures,2°OccidentoJ
\1 Ecu(Jdor21 and fvITD v Cliilen

1Il. Petroburt, above fn.1 at 176j. The c1aiinant had claimed
that the Slate had breached the following standards of
treatment: (1) failure to create stable, equitable, favorable
and transparent conditions for investment: (2) failure
to accord fair and equitable treatment: (3) breach of

prohibition of unreasonable and discriininatory ineasures;
(4) breach of observance of obligations clause; (5) breach
of the minimum treatment standard: (6) failure to ensure
that domestic law provides effective means for assertion
of claims and enforcel1ent of rights with respect to
investinents; (7) expropriation, and; (!) failure to ensure
that aState enterprise conducts its activities in accordance
with the State's obligations under Pt II of the ECT.

19. Above fn,7.
ZO. i\bove fn,S.
21. Occidentul Exploration und Production Co v Eciwdor,

LCIA Case No.UN 3467, Final Award, ¡uly 1, 2004,
available at lillp:llinvestmentcluims.com.
22. MTD Equity v Cliile. Case No.ARB/Ol/7, i\ward, May
25,2004, available at http://investmentcluims.coIl.
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ln Soluko, the tribunal having dismissed the claimants
de privation (expropriation) daim, found that the respon-
dent had nonetheless acted unfairly and inequitably.
However, unlike the Nykomb and Petrobort tribunals, the
Soluko tribunal did not stop there, but went on to examine
whether the respondent had also breached the prohibition
of unreasonable or discriminatory measures, or what the
tribunal termed the "non-impairment" standard. Observ-
ing that "'impairment means, according to its ordinary
meaning. , .any negative impact or effect caused by mea-
sures" taken by the respondent, the tribunal proceeded
to consider the meaning of the term "reasonableness"
as weil as the relationship between the non-impairmenl
standard and the fair and equitable treatment standard:

"The standard of 'reasonableness' has no different
meaning in this context than in the context of
the 'fair and equitable treatment slandard with
which it is associated; and the same is true of
with regard to the standard of 'non-discrimination,'

The standard of 'reasonableness therefore requires,
in this context as weil, a showing that the State's
conduct bears a reasonable relationship to some
rational policy, whereas the slandard of 'non-
discrimination' requires a rational justification of
any differential treatment of a foreign investor. . . .ln
so far as the standard of conduct is concerned,
a violation of the non-impairment standard does

not therefore difer substantially l'rom a violation

of the 'fair and equitable treatment standard. The
non-impairment merely identifies more specific
ellects of any such violation, namely with regard
to the operation, managemenl, maintenance, use,

enjoyment or disposaI of the investment by ihe
investor. "23

The Iribunal evenlually found ihat the conducl of
the respondenl had indeed been "un jus Ii fiable and

unreasonable" and ihus in breach of the impairmeni
standard.24

Noble Ventures involved a similar but not identical stan-
dard-protection against arbitrary (rather than unreason-
able) or discriminatorv measures, I-lowever, unlike the
Soluka tribiinol, the Noble FentuTes tribunal did not
address the causes of action in the order in which thev
"vere asserled bv the claimant, nor in the order in whicÍi

they were liste~l in the applicable US-Romanian BIT.
Instead, the Iribunal first addressed and disposed of the
impairment claim, finding neither arbitrariness nor dis-
crimination. The tribunal th en moved on to the fair and
equitable treatment claim. Based on the placement of
the fair and equitable treatment standard "at the very
beginning" of the relevanl provision (Art.l(2) of the
US-Roinanian BIT), the tribunal considered this standard
to be:

"a more general standard which finds its specific
application in inter alia the dut Y 10 provide full
protection and security, ihe prohibition of arbitrary
and discriminatory measures and the obligation

23. SOlliko, abave rn.7 al 146tJl-14611.

24, Soluko, abaV(i rIl.7 at 14il1j.

to observe contractual obligations lowaids the
in vestor. "25

Since the fair and equitable treatment standard is also
placed at the "beginning" (if not "at the very beginning")
of Ari.iO(I) of the ECT, the logic of the Noble Ventures
tribunal would lead to the conclusion that the prohibition
of unreasonable and discriminatory measures and the
obligation to provide full protection and security are to
be considered as specific instances, or applications, of
the fair and equitable treatment standard, This, in turn,
would imply that an arbitral tribunal, when interpreting
and applying Ari.iO(i) of the ECT, should give priority
to these more specific standards and examine first
whether they have been lireached, before considering
the more general fair and equitable treatment standard
(lex speciolis derogot legi genemli,

However, this approach has not been followed by other
BIT tribunals, which have generally tended to consider
claimants' causes of action in the order in which they have
been presented, This has often led-like in Soluko-in

the examination of claims based on breach of the fair
and equitable treatment standard before claims based

on the more specific standards, There aie also more
complex scenarios, Thus, in Occidental, ihe tribunal
firsl considered the expropriation claim, dismissing it as
inadmissible. It then decided to examine the daimants
remaining daims "following the reverse order," which
led it to consider rìrst the impairment claim (Le. breach of
the prohibition of arbitrary or discriminatory Irealment),

Stressing that:

"the claim that these nieasures fcomplained of by

the claimantl are also discriminatory has a meaning
under ihis Article only to the extenl that impainIlent
has occurred,"

the tribunal was eventually persuaded that the respondeni
had acted arbitrarilv, "at least 10 an extent".2G The tribunal
thEm proceeded to ~xamine the claim that the l'es pondent
had failed to honor ils oblioation to accord fair and
equitalile treatment, fìnding a breacli and concluding thal:

"fiJn the context of this fìnding the question of
whether in addition there has been a breacli of full
prolection and security under tbis ¡\rticle becomes
moot as a treatment ihat is nol fair and equitable
automatically entails an absence of full protection
and security,"27

Thus, the Iribunal effectively subsumed the full protec-
tion and security standard under the fair and equitable
treatment standard, while treating the non-impairment
standard as a stand-alone cause of aclion, This approach
may well have a reflection of ihe BIT itself, since the
BIT in question was somewhat unusual in that ihe
non-impairment standard was conlained in a separate
provision of the BIT (Art.II(3)(b)), whereas Ihe fair and
equitable treatment and full protection and securitv slan-
dards were included in the sanie provision (Art.ir:i)(a)).

25. Noble Ventures, abave rn.il al 11H21.
26, Occidentiil. above fn.21 at 11621.11651.

27. OcÓdentol, above rn.21 at 11H71. Accord ilziirix, above
rn.1G at 140GI-l4oill.
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Finally, in iVfTD the claimant alleged a series of breaches

of the Malavsia-Chile BIT and certain oiher BITs, based
on a most-favoured-nation clause, including a breacli
of the prohibition of unreasonable or discriminatory

measures, The tribunal recognised the potential overlap
between the various treatment standards, including that
between fair and equitable treatment and the prohibition
of unreasonable or discriminatory meaSlles, Observing

that:

"(tJo a certain extent, this claim (Le, the impairment
claim) has been considered by the Tribunal as part
of the fair and equitable treatment,"

the tribunal noted that the approval of an investment

against the Governmenl urban po licy-the measure that
formecl the basis of the claimants claims-"can be equally
consiclered unreasonable, 

"28 However, the tribunal founcl
no discrimination and although the reasoning is not
entirely clear, eventually appears to have concluded that
there had been no breach of the BIT on this account.z:i

Conclusion

The case law reviewed above shows that international
arbitral jurisprudence is in flux as to the methoclology

to be appliecl in determining the orcier in which the
various alternative causes of action assertecl by investors
should be examined, Similarly, no set rules appear to
exist regarding the interrelationship between ihe various
treatment standards and their scope of application. This
observation also applies to the limited jurisprudence

that currently exists regarcling ihe treatment standarcls

emboclied in i\rt,10(1) of the ECT, in particular if the
practice of BIT tribunals is taken as any indication of
whal arbitral tribunals niight do under the ECT.

1\t least some arbitral tribunals, in particular ihose

operating under the ECT, appear to consider that they
have full freedom to select ihe legal basis of their decision
and that they are free 10 dis regard the order in which the
claimant chooses 10 argue its causes of action, without
having 10 provide any explanation or justification for
the choice made, Such an approach, which is arguably
consistent with and justified under the doctrine of juro
Ilovit curia, is not necessarily inappropriate,:;o However,
those who prefer the arbitration paradigm (as opposed to

28. IvllDEquity, above fn.22 at 11961.

29. See the dispositif of the award (referring only to
a breadi or Arl.(1) of the Malaysia-Chile BIT, which

contains the fair and equitable treatment standard, but

not mentioning Arl.(3) of the Croatia-Chile BIT, which

contains the impairment standard). For a discrimination
daim see a1so Chompion Trading Co F Egypt, Case
No.ARB/02/09, Award, October 27, 2006, available at
http://investmentcloims.com,at (125I-l1561 (finding no
discrimination since the relevant parties were not in "like
situations").
30. As endorsed bv the International Court of Justice (the
ICj or the Court) - and its predecessor, the Permanent
Court of Intemational Justice (the peIJ, in a number of
dc)cisions. Perhaps the most opportune in this context is
the formulation adopted by the ICJ in The Applicoti;~n of
the Convention of 1902 Goveming the GuordlOnsliip of

the adjudication paradigm) might justifiably argue thal the
juro novit curio doctrine must be applied with particular
care in an arbitration context, if at aiL. As the jllisdiclion
of an arbitral tribunal is based on the parties' consent
(and not law), it is hardI y appropriate to "arbitrate by
ambush", that is, make findings that take the parties by
surprise, While an arbitral tribunal's obligation to hear
the parties on legal issues may not go so far as to require
it to share with them the methodology that it intends to
apply in delermining the causes of action relied upon
by the claimant, at the very least, however, it owes ihe
parties an expia nation as to how it arrived at the result
it eventually reached, Faillle by an arbitral tribunal to
do so might weil expose the resulting award to a justified
challenge for faillle to state reasons.

ln light of the present state of play of ECT arbitration,

it is hard to predict in which circumstances an arbitral
tribunal is likely to select the prohibition of unreasonable
or discrirninatory rneasures as a sole, or even principal,
basis of ils decision, II is possible, under the Nykomb
scenario, that this wil OCCll onlv when the tribunal
takes ihe view that the principal "issue in the case is
discriminatory treatment olthe foreign investor and when
this has been established to the tribunal's satisfaction.
There are no known ECT precedents relating to the
other leg of the standard-prohibition of unreasonable

treatment-although the reasoning of the Saluko tribunal
is likely to serve as guidance for ECT Iribunals as weiL.

ln the end, however, whatever the methodology applied
in determining the order in which the various causes

of action in Art.0(1) of the ECT are considered, it is
reasonalily clear that there is no magic formula that could
resolve, once and for ail, ail the uncerlainties surrounding
the interpretalion and application of standards such as the
prohibition of unreasonable or discriminalory measures.
Such determinations cannot be macle in obstmcto, outside
the context of a concrele case; they will inevitably clepend
on how ihe cause of action in question is argiied and
how the supporling evidence is presented to the arbitral
tribunaL. ¡\ lìnding of a breach of ci treatment standard
such as the prohibilion of unreasonable or discriminalory
treatment is ultimately a funclion of the effect that the
legal argument and evidence presented by the parties has
on the arbitral tribunaL. This effect cannot be created or
defined by searching for meaning of words in a dictionary
bul rather is a matter of aclvocacv and thris can onlv be
produced in a concrete context. . "

The effect that an aclvocate must be able to create in
order to be able to suslain a breach of a treatment
standard claim such as the prohibition of unreasonable

or discriminatory measures was aptly summarised by ihe
International Court of Juslice (ICn in the ELSI case. While
this case involved the interpretation and application

of the term "arbilrariness" rather than "unreasonable"

lnfont (NeilL v Swe), 1958 ie¡ Reports 55, 62 (Judgment of
November 28):

"¡The Courtl retains its freedom to select the ground
upon which it will base Its judgrnent, and is under no
obligation to examine ail the considerations advanced
by the Parties if other considerations appear to it to he
surticient rOI' its purpose."
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or "discriminatory," and while it is arguable ihal the
threshold for establishing a breach of arbilrariness is
higher than ihat for establishing unreasonableness or

discrimination, the Courts words would appear to apply
mutatiS' mutandis in the latter case:

"Arbitrariness is not so much something opposed to
a mIe of law, as something opposed to the mie of
law. .. It is wilful disregard of due process of law,
an act which shocks, or at least surprises a sense of
judicial propriety,"31 (emphasis added,)

Similarly, it could be argued that standards such as
"unreasonable" or "discriminalory" are nol sa much

31. Elet/mnicu Sicu!u S.p.il. v Uniled Siules, 19H9 ICl

Reports 15 (Judgment ofJuly ZO), at ¡12HI.

sornething opposed 10 the fomi of the governmental
measure in question as sornething opposed ta its
substance, ln other words, it is not enough that
a governmental measure adversely affecting foreign
investment is formally justilied on ihe basis of the

applicable law; one rnust also consider whether il bears
any rational relationship ta a legitimate governrnental

policy. If it lacks siich a relationship to an extent that
it creates the effecl of "shock" or "surprise," or at least
substantial dissatisfaction, a breach of the standard likely
will have been established, -
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